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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This report outlines the circumstances and events concerning the treatment of 
who alleged gross misconduct and gross medical 

negligence against staff at Brook House Immigration Removal Centre (IRC) on 
30 June 2017, during two separate incidents. 

D87 

1.2 I D87 ;submitted an undated Detention Services Complaint Registration 
Form (DCF 9) on 3 July 2017, which was passed to the Home Office 
Professional Standards Unit (PSU) for investigation. 

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

2.1 To investigate the complaint allegations made gross misconduct 
and gross medical negligence by staff at Brook House IRC on 30 June 2017 
during two separate incidents. 

2.2 • Allegation 1: At approximately 17:20 hour D87 was attacked by a group of 
officers in his cell, which resulted in him receiving injuries. 

mnmy 
2.3 • Allegation 2: I U01 lwas relocated to the Care and Separation Unit (CSU) 

and tried to take Tis own life; it took one and a half hours for the door to be 
opened, with about 13 officers geared up running towards him, when he was 
supposed to be dead. He was not seen by a doctor or a nurse, amounting to 
gross negligence. 

2.4 To make recommendations about any learning for any individual or 
organisational learning, including whether any change in policy or practice 
would help to prevent a recurrence of the events, incidents or conduct 
investigated. 

2.5 To make recommendations for line management to consider the conduct of 
any officer subject to investigation in light of the report. 

2.6 To make recommendations on whether the incidents highlight any good 
practice that should be disseminated. 

3. HOME OFFICE POLICY & GUIDANCE 

3.1 Detention Service Order 03/2015 - Handling of Complaints 

3.2 Detention Services Handling of Complaints guidance ensures that the 
investigation of complaints is dealt with effectively and efficiently. This 
investigation and report has been conducted in line with the formal 
investigation procedures set out in the Complaints Guidance. 

3.3 Detention Centre Rules - Use of force 

3.4 41. (1)A detainee custody officer dealing with a detained person shal l not use 
force unnecessarily and, when the application of force to a detained person is 
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necessary, no more force than is necessary shall be used. 

3.5 (2) No officer shall act deliberately in a manner calculated to provoke a 
detained person. 

3.6 (3) Particulars of every case of use of force shall be recorded by the manager 
in a manner to be directed by the Secretary of State, and shall be reported to 
the Secretary of State. 

4. OFFICERS SUBJECT TO INVESTIGATION 

4.1 From the evidence gathered, the Brook House IRC staff listed below have 
been identified as potential subjects of the complaint, as they were the staff 
involved in the incidents. 

4.2 Incident 1: DCM Dean Brackenridge, DCM Mike Trott, DCO Ryan Bromley, 
DCO Sean Sayers, DCO Alex Parpworth, DCO Aaron Stokes and DCO Esmail 
Moshiri. 

4.3 Incident 2: DCM Daniel Robinson; Team 1: DCM Ben Shadbolt, DCO Jason 
Murphy, DCO Joe Bryant and DCO Darren Tomsett. Team 2: DCO Chris 
Brown, DCO Edmund Fiddy and DCO Mark Brewster. 

5. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION 

5.1 D87 On 3 July 2017 the Central Referral Team (CRT) received ;somplaint 
(DCF 9 form). The allegations were accepted for investigation by the PSU on 4 
July 2017.

5.2 Evidence was requested and received from Karen Goulder, Administrator from 
G4S Care and Justice Services, Brook House IRC, in the form of: Incident 
Reports, Use of Force Reports, Report of Injury to a Detainee forms, Care and 
Separation records, Temporary Confinement records, Rule 40 documents, four 
discs containing CCTV and camera footage. Healthcare provided 
Healthcare Patient Record; and Mrs Shipp also obtained data from 
Home Office computer records (CID). 

5.3 D87 ;was interviewed regarding his complaint on 11 July 2017. It was 
agreed with the,C_entra_that.,a telephone interview would be the most beneficial 
in order to limit 087 (movement, as since the date of the incidents Mr 

[ D87 had been on a four officer unlock, as he presented a significant threat to 
the to his threats and behaviour. The interview was conducted 
withl D87 on his mobile phone, whilst he remained inside his room. 

D87 

5.4 On 14 July 2017 a Home Office accreditation check was completed on al l the 
officers involved; all officers passed. 

5.5 Following a full review of the evidenne_._Mrs Shipp found no issues with the 
way that the staff had dealt with._._ D87 orthe contrpl and restraint used. 
However, in order to provide a ful l response to D87 she did require some 
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explanation regarding the rationale behind the decisions made that led to the 
complaints being made. Therefore on 29 August 2017 Mrs Shipp attended 
Brook House IRC and spoke with Steve Skitt — Head of Brook House and 
Deputy Director, Sara Edwards — Duty Director (on the day of the incidents) 
and DCM Ben Shadlock, who was involved in both incidents. In addition two of 
the DCOs (Aaron Stokes and Sean Sayers), involved in the first incident, were 
asked to provide written_ resb_onses to three specific questions regarding 
information provided 1*. D87 at his interview. 

5.6 As this complaint contained an allegation of assault, which allegedly resulted 
in injuries, the matter was reported to Sussex Police on 14 July 2017. A crime 
reference number of 47170101367 - Incident ref SXP-20170716-1606 was 
allocated on 16 July 2017. On 11 September 2017 an update was requested 
by the police as to whether any matters required police investigation; Mrs 
Shipp advised that she was in the process pf_co_mpleting the report,. By return 
the police asked if the PSU could advise D87 in the response letter that 
there had been police involvement, to dissuade him from reporting the matters 
again to the police. 

6. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

6.1 SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE FROM1 D87 

6.2 D87 evidence is informed from his DCF 9 Complaint Form:._.and._.hia._.i
interview with the PSU on 11 July 2017. A very brief summary of D87 
evidence is outlined below, with further details, as relevant,—iff—tre—
'Consideration of Evidence and Conclusions' section. 

6.3 In summary, regarding Incident 1_ D87 ;alleged that on 30 June 2017 at 
approximately 17:20 hours he was attacked by a group of officers in a cell 
where he was placed on Removal from Association in Eden Wing. He alleged 
this attack resulted in him receiving injuries. 

6.4 In summary, regarding Incident 2d D87 ;alleged that on 30 June 2017 he 
was so frustrated that he said he was going to take his own life. He blocked 
the flap of his cell door with a tissue and remained silent after he had been 
ignored by al l the members of staff that participated. In assumption that was 
the case it took one and a half hours for the door to open, with about 13 
officers geared up running towards him, when he was supposed to be dead. 
He alleged he was not seen by a doctor or a nurse, amounting to gross 
negligence. 

6.5 SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE FROM G4S STAFF 

6.6 The PSU were provided with Incident Reports from both incidents, which 
included statements written by the officers involved. In addition, G4S also 
provided several other sources of documentary evidence, including camera 
footage. In this section there is a brief summary of the evidence provided by 
the officers. Additional details, as relevant, have been included in the 
'Consideration of Evidence and Conclusions' section. 
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6.7 INCIDENT 1 

6.8 DCM Dean Brackenridge 

Annex 6.9 DCM Brackenridge's report is consistent with that of his colleagues. 
Bi 

reported that on 30 June 2017 he was informed by the Duty Director that:_P!7_.! 
D87 iwas to be moved to Rule 40 for making direct threats to harm staff earlier 
in the day. 

6.10 DCM Brackenridge reported that he assembled a team of five officers, kitted in 
full Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and briefed them on the situation. 
DCM Shadbolt video recorded the incident; and Healthcare (RMN Deejay 
Persaud), the Duty Director (Sara Edwards) and DCM Trott (in his capacity as 
a use of force instructor to offer advice/guidance) were also present. DCM 
Brackenridge reported that: D87 Was a very large and fit man. 

6.11 DCM Brackenridge reported that he made his way,witlitneteam to Eden Wing; 
initially he position.ed_the_teram out of eye shot of D87 i and he opened his 
door. He informed due to threats made earlier in the day he was 
required to walk with him to the CSU as he was being placed onto Rule 40. 

6.12 DCM Brackenridge reported that made comments along the lines of 
'Do you want to fight me?'. ;_D_C_M._.B.r,ackenridge asked the team to show 
themselves and again gave the opportunity to leave the room 
compliantly. He refused so. DCM Brckenridge instructed the team 

. 
to enter the 

rriLroom and gain control ofl 087 On entering the roo D87 ; became 
extremely aggressive and -̀atcemplud to fight off the officers. Support officers 
were instructed to enter the ropra._.D_CM_. Brackenridge and DCM Trott gave 
guidance to the team but due to D87 strength he was overpowering them. 

6.13 DCM Brackenridge reported thatil-oilcontinued to resist the teapa_and_was._._.„ 
non compliant with instructions; he was extremely aggressive.; D87 
managed to push the team through the room door and out onto tli6.-Cfnif.-AU---
that point DCM Trott became involved in the use ._offor_c.e_and took over as the 
lead and number one officer. The team assisted____D._8.1.____I to the ground and 
secured his head, arms and legs. Due to his strength and size the team could 
not get handcuffs onto him. DCM Shadbolt removed DCO Bromley from the 
team at that point due to a leg injury. 

,._._._._., 
6.14 DCM Brackenridge reported that DCO Trott instructed the team to assist1p87i 

L.1:.) .7. :j to his feet and they began to walk him into the CSU. D87 1WaS still 
displaying extremely high levels of aggression and non compliance. 
Throughout the incident he made further threats to harm staff and accused all 
of being racist. He made direct threats to kill DCM Brackenridge if he ever got 
a chance later in the evening.L._. 047.___Was walked into the CSU and was still 
non compliant kicking out at officers. 

6.15 DCM BrackeRriclqe.reported that__ was walked into Room 4; the team 
engaged with D87 land he appeared to briefly listen to DCO Sayers. DCO 
Moshiri was removed from the team as he appeared to sustain an injury to his 
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chest. Both DCOs Bromley and Moshiri were seen by on site Healthcare and 
later sent to hospital. 

6.16 DCM Brackenridge reported that sat on the desk at the back of the 
room and the team were instructed to leave the room; DCM Shadbolt secured 
the door; and welfare checks were made on all involved. 

6.17 DCM Ben Shadbolt 

Annex 6.18 
Bi 

DCM Shadbolt's report is consistent with that of his colleagues. In addition to 
the information provided by DCM Brackenridge, DCM Shadbolt reported that 
following the briefing at 17:20 hours they made their way to Eden Wing, where 
DCM Brackenridge began talking tor 150-7 who asked why he was being 
moved and for what reason; and then subsequently questioned why DCM 
Brackenridge was sending the officers in to fight him. DCM Shadbolt reported 
that D87 jput on his socks and trainers and stood up and began to escalate 
in his behaviour stating he was ready to fight and to send the team in to take 
him. 

- , 
6.19 DCM Shadbolt reported that when the team entered D87 ;grabbed the 

shield and began to resist against the officers, attempting to push them away 
from him. Once outside the room and on the floor DCO Bromley informed DCM 
Shadbolt that his legs were trapped (his right leg had got caught between; D87_

legs and was twisted). DCM Shadbolt helped DCO Bromley to free his 
legs and as he could see that he was in pain he told him to stand down. 

6.20 DCM Shadbolt reported that whilst being escorted through to the CSU! D87 
pushed DCO Moshiri who had control of his right arm into the door between 
two rooms; and he twice attempted to kick out at DCM Trott. 

6.21 DCM Mike Trott 

Annex 6.22 
Bii 

DCM Trott's report is consistent with that of his colleagues. In addition to the 
information provided by DCM Brackenridge, DCM Trott reported that he was 
briefed by DCM Brackenridge on the current situation. 

6.23 DCM Trott reported that once DCM Brackenridge had comrnenced 
conversation withL. D87 j there was a period of time wher ----Pe—....iseemed 
confused a5.1Q._the_rasons stated. DCM Brackenridge explained several times 
and asked! 087 on several occasions to follow him to the CSU. At first 
DCM Trott believed that;,_._ D87 I would follow the instruction and comply, but 
following a sudden change in demeanour the team were presented at the door 
and entered the room. 

6.24 DCM Trott reported that following initial contact there was a period of struggle 
iwriere_lhe four staff seemed not to be able to gain control. After a short while 
I_ D87 _;made his way out of the room and,ne wppAragging the team with him. 
`At-thif point DCM Trott stood in front of[.___017.___I and assistedrilaa.laam in 
guiding him to the floor by taking control of his head. On the D8.
in the supine position (on his back); DCM Troll took control of his head by 
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placing his knees either side and the palms of his hands on ! D87 

for_eh_ead.,_._Ele reported both hands were required due to the strength presented 
N ._._.D87._._Iwho kept attempting to raise his head up. 

6.25 DCM Trott reported that he opened conversation with D87 and was 
instructing him to relax and allow staff to take control of his arms; again due to 
his strength some considerable resistance was offered. Throughout [. D87 

was shouting at them to let him go and stating they were killing him. Ultimately 
Fricla; Trott instructed the staff to transfer through locks in order to stand [. D87 
D87 up and walk him through to the CSU. 

6.26 DCOs Ryan Bromley, Aaron Stokes. Alex Parpworth, Esmail Moshiri and Sean 
Sayers 

6.27 All of the DCOs reports are consistent with those of their colleagues. In 
addition to the information provided above, DCO Bromley reported that they 
entered the room at approximately 17:34 hours. DCO Moshiri reported that on 
approach towards; D87 he told him to step back and h_ptaced the shield 
on him as the offibers tried to gain control of his arms.ii.„.P.P.7„;_pushed the 
shield back and DCO Moshiri tried to place the shield D87 ._,;gain. At 
that point! D87 _tried to grab the shield from him, so DCO Moshiri got rid of 
the shield as it was an obstruction in the_. team's, way and its usefulness 
hadreduced. DCO Sayers took control of D87 right arm by grabbing his 
wrist and his bicep, whilst DCO Parpworthlook- contrbl of his left arm. 

6.28 DCO Bromley reported at that point D87 was extremely aggressive and 
bega.n_t_o_resist and try to attack the officers in the room. DCO Sayers reported 

was at a very high level of aggression and was aiming it at the 
tearni___087._._._.! then climbed onto the bed, managing to release both of his 
arms from the officers, throwing officers away directly onto the second bed; 
and he continued to throw multiple strikes in the direction of the officers as he 
ran for the door. 

6.29 DCO Stokes reported was standing in the _middle of his room 
saying `Do you want to fight! Come and fight me then!' struggling 
violently, and pushing the team backwards which led DCO Stokes to intervene 
to stop D87 !causing harm to any of his team mates. He tried to restrain[ D87_ 

[ D87 -b rm s by attempting to put his arm into an arm lock to prevent him from 
swinging his fists; but due to his size and strength he was unable to place the 
arm into a lock but he managed to keep hold of his arm to prevent him 
swinging his fist at his colleagues. 

6.30 DCO Parpworth reported that upon entry he took control of D87 ! left arm 
and ended up in a position where he weskpeOing on the bed and trying to 
maintain control of his arm whilst D87 !struggled violently. 
managed to grab DCO Parpworth's left arm with his right hand and was 
squeezing his upper arm. DCO Parpworth tried to get himself into a position 
where he was standing on the ground, but [._._._.487._._._1 pushed them all 
backwards, which resulted in DCO Parpworth falling to the floor, leaving 
pain. He got back up and saw that another officer had taken control of

D871 
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D87 !arm, so he took control of his head. Due to D87 Oize and strength, 
very difficult to get him into the correct posifion and maintain control.; 

'.__D87_,_ struggled and used his strength to pu0.1..hem.,back again, and made a 
push for the door. DCO Moshiri reported thatLD87 1 took all of them with him 
towards the door. 

6.31 DCO Bromley reported that he managed to block ifr-Tri exiting further 
outside the room by remaining in his position andLD87._._.i ran straight into 
him, causing them pctliip..go to the ground with DCO Bromley's right leg 
trapped underneath! D87 I's full body weight. DCO Moshiri reported that the 
team landed on top of them; but he swiftly moved to the right and got control of 

087_. ._right arm, and DCO Stokes his left. With DCM Trott gaining control 
of his head. DCM Shadbolt managed to free DCO Bromley's leg and instructed 
him to see Healthcare immediately. He later attended East Surrey Hospital 
where it was confirmed that he had sustained muscle ligament damage to his 
right knee. 

6.32 DCO Moshiri reported that. D87 :was being actively and aggressively non 
compliant and kept shouting; he eventually calmed down enough to be helped 
to his feet; at which point they switched the locks „to:flaw:9_9f four as L D87 j 
walked with them to the CSU_ Once at the CSUL,....._P.r_istarted to be non 
compliant again.Arldin, the struggle to gain locks DCO Moshiri was pushed to 
the wall with! D87 ;elbow and the weight of the team on his chest. 

6.33 DCO Moshiri reported that despite struggling to breathe he managed to retain 
his hold on L. D87 Until he was placed in room 4. At that point DCO Moshiri 
was very dizzy and disorientated; he recalled that he walked a few steps and 
then collapsed on the floor. He was given oxygen and admitted to East Surrey 
Hospital. He had pulled lots of muscles in his upper body (right shoulder, arm 
and back), as well as sustaining damage to his chest muscles. 

6.34 DCO Stokes reported that the planned removal was concluded at 17:42 hours 
where they received a de-brief of the situation. During the intervention DCO 
Sayers sustained an injury to his right bi-cep. 

6.35 INCIDENT 2 

6.36 DCM Daniel Robinson 

Annex 6.37 
Bxi 

DCM Robinson's report is consistent with that of his colleagues. He reported 
that on 30 June 2017 he was working as the Security Manager; he was aware 
thatl - 56Tlhad been moved from Eden Wing to the CSU for making threats 
to staff. He had also been made aware that due to his size and power he had 
injured two merohers.nf.staft. DCM Robinson and DCM Yates had spent some 
time speaking tF D87 Ond building up a rapport with him to try and calm 
him down and bilfigffidIfiddent to a peaceful conclusion. 

6.38 DCM Robinson reported that after leaving the CSU himself and DCM Yates 
werp_slalliadiaack down at approximately 19:00 hours when he was informed 
that D87 Mated he wanted to kil l himself and that he had ripped up a bed 
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sheet and placed it around his neck and covered his observation panel. DCM 
Robinson contacted the Duty Director, Sara Edwards, and it was decided that 
it was absolutely necessary tp_.hav_e_b_e4ween six and seven people in full PPE 
to enter the room to ensure; D87 !was unable to harm himself with any 
ligature that he had around his neck, or harm any more members of staff. DCM 
Robinson believed that amount of staff was reasonable in the circumstances 
due to the direct threat that to the welfare of the staff. 

6.39 DCM Robinson reported that it was agre_e.d_that,the officers would enter the 
room and remove any further items th4 D87 j could use to harm himself; 
their rationale for having to enter the room was preservation of D87 life. 
Once the team were all in their PPE and fully briefed and aware of the power, 
size and strength that! D87 p' ossessed and the damage he had previously 
caused to the staff earlier in the day, they formed up outsidd D87 room. 

6.40 DCM Robinson reported that he had attempted to engage with i D87
him to remove the cover he placed on the observation panel; all the time using 
a soft calm tone in his voice. DCM Robinson asked one final time to get a 
response so that they could resolve the issue. At approximately 19:45 hours
he openeq-----bif ---icloor and instructed the team to place the shield over 1D871 

1087 : and shouted icdrhim to comply with all instructions. 

6.41 DCM Robinson reported that D87 -;had gone to sit up but the staff 
prevented him doing so using the shield and approved techniques, which DCM 
Robinson believed reasonable in the circumstances, due to D87 histgry_., 
of violence. DCM Robinson instantly attempted to engage Aldial-ett- ithi.D871 
D87 land informed him why they needed to enter the room. D87 stated that 

- tney-were assaulting him. 

6.42 DCM Robinson reported that he spoke calmly to L._ D87 and explained that 
they had a preservation of life and they had to make sure that he was not left 
with any items in his room that he could harm himself with D87 !continued 
to stmoula., so DCM Robinson asked for further staff to act as anchor supports 
for D87 _j as he feared he posed a really significant risk to the staff that were 
in the team; he believed they were struggling to cope with; D87 power. 

„ 
6.43 DCM Robinson reported that he again asked ._.__D87 i oi,  not to struggle so that 

staff could remove the ligature,.from around his neck. Staffwereable to get 
straight arm locks on to prevent D87 from lashing outi. D87 _ asked why 
they would. assaylt him if he tried to kill himself; DCM Robinson again calmly 
informed D87 that his concern was to make sure that he did not harm 
himself and that to do that he needed to remove the ligature from around his 
neck. 

6.44 DCM Robinson informed; D87  DCO Bryant would release his arm and 
leave the room with oneLdiffiesupporting officers. He explained to D87 

that if he fought back or became._ aggressive the team would again place him 
under restraint. At that point D87 bompiled with the instruction allowing two 
staff to leave the room. DCM Robinson then left the room and asked the team 
to retreat in a controlled manner, using the shield in case I 087 !decided to 
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charge the team, as he was still fearful that; D87 pould cause severe injury 
to a member of staff. 

6.45 DCM Robinson reported that he believed that the actions taken were 
proportiorlate_to_the seriousness of the situation and their measures had 
preventedLDF._._11 causing significant harm to himself. After the incident DCM 
Robinson thanked all the staff for their involvement and confirmed no staff had • 
sustained any injuries, and that Healthcare were satisfied that; D87 
sustained no injury. DCM Robinson spoke after the doorLvvias—snur 
an d proceeded to tell him that he hated him and that he hoped he 
would get skin cancer.; D87 went on to say that he would hunt DCM 
Robinson and his family down and murder him; that he would get released 
from there at some point, that he was a white bastard and when he was 
finished they would all hate black men. 

6.46 DCM Robinson reported that he beliex.esttlaatidue to the constant dialect and 
de-escalation used by all staff preseni D87 idid not fight to his full potential, 
but he still posed a significant challenge for staff to deal with both physically 
and mentally. 

6.47 DCM Ben Shadbolt 

6.48 DCM Shadbolt's report is consistent with those of his colleagues. In addition to 
the information provided by DCM Robinson, DCM Shadbolt reported that he 
was informed he was to be the supporting officer to the first team. DCM 
Shadbolt upon entry to the room had to remove his gloves to use a ligature 
knife to cut the ligature from[_._._.D87_._. Ineck; he also removed items of bedding 
from the room. 

6.49 DCM Shadbolt reported that [ D87 then began to resist against the officers 
that were restraining him, so he pushed his right shoulder into DCO Murphy's 
back supporting him whilst the shield was stil l placed onto [_._ 087 to prevent 
him from pushing the shield away from himself for the safety of all those 
involved. Once D87 :shoes were also removed by another officer they 
were then all instructed to leave the room. 

6.50 DCOs Jason Murphy, Joe Bryant, Darren Tomsett, Chris Brown and Edmund 
Fiddy and Mark Brewster 

6.51 All of the DCOs reports were consistent with those of their colleagues. DCO 
Murphy reported he was given the position of shield officer and he was the first ._ _ 
officer through the door. As he entered the room he immediately pinned [ D87 I 
D87 by h«-unrxiQr-t9rso and head using the shield. He Mea.aaw_officers take 
control of. _._._.D87_._._. arms. DCO Murphy tried to talk to D87 through the 
shield to keep him calm and get him to comply with them;"-Fie-W6-gresisting and 
becoming abusive and aggressive. 

6.52 DCO Bryant reported that he entered the room at 19:45 hours and ; D87 
was lying flat on his back on the table with. his left arm against the walla DCO 
Bryant quickly gained control and isolated! 087 Ileft arm, preventing him 
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from moving forward and causing damage to any of the team. DCO Tomsett 
reported that upon entry he immediately took control of D87 !right arm to 
prevent any injury to himself or his colleagues, and gained a straight arm lock. 

6.53 DCO Bryant reported thati—bii showed resistance and even though DCO 
Bryant had isolated his arm, he was still able to move DCO Bryant with his 
strength. DCO Bryant then leaned his bodyweight forward to ensure the arm 
was isolated, ensuring he was not leaning restricting any 
breathing. He reported that D87 !was shouting and showing resistance, 
trying to get out of the hold. 

6.54 DCO Brown reported that whilst the first three officers were with _._._.087._._._1 the 
remaining three officers were instructed to start clearing_.the room of all objects 
they could see. Once all the items were cleared, D87 then became even 
more aggressive to the point_ where all remaining officers were needed to 
intervene. At that time! D87 ! had managed to work his way up to a sitting 
position. DCO Bryant reported that he wasstru_ggling_to maintain the hold and 
lent more of his body weight forward onto arm. At that point he 
felt the hand of another officer on his back, which secured his position and 
balancet D87 !also attempted to kick out with his legs but was unable to do 
so as DCOffry—ahf's legs and body were in the way. 

6.55 DCO Bryant and DCO Tomsett maintained their holds unti l al l items had been 
removed, and the ligature was removed from around! D87 I neck. DCO 
Tomsett reported that DCM Robinson instructed them to leave the-room one at 
a time; after he had left the room DCO Tomsett took it upon himself to be ready 
to shut the door when the last member of the team had left the room, which he 
did at approximately 19:50 hours. 

6.56 DCO Murphy reported that[ D87 !failed to understand that they were trying 
to assist him and prevent him being injured or worse; he just thought they were 
trying to hurt him. At nopoint_did DCO Murphy see any officer do anything 
other than try to restrain 087 i to prevent harm. 

6.57 DCM Caroline Dance-Jones 

6.58 DCM Dance-Jones reported that at approximately 19:00 hours she was 
positioned outside looking into` 087 room through the window. There 
were concerns over[.___Wjas he was sitting on the desk with a bed sheet 
made into a ligature around his neck. In addition to that there was also a green 
towel draped over his shoulders and round his neck, however that did not 
appear tied and movement could be seen, which was consistent with 
breathing. It was necessary to observe L._._.D87._._.j in this way, as he had covered 
his spy hole. DCM Dance-Jones reported that a team were being assembled 
outside of the room and she was relaying her observations via radio to them. 

6.59 DCM Dance-Jones reported after the team had exited the room ! D87 
produced a pillow case, ripped it and placed it around his neck. He quickly 
removed it and wrapped it aroupd his right fist as if it were a boxing glove. She 
continued to observe! D87 !through the window and he then proceeded to 
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direct his anger and aggression towards her. She was unable to hear what he 
was saying, however the anger in his face was evident and unmistakable. 

6.60 DCM Dance-Jones reported that throughout the rest of the time she was 
rio_cale_d_oh the constant observation...she-appeared to be the intended target for 
1 D87 labuse; during that time! D87 repeatedly exposed his genitalia at 
her, shaking it and appearing to §' uggest fhat she should be looking at it. He 
also exposed his backside on two occasions; and suggested that he would 
track her down and simulated that he was going to shoot her in the head, using 
both hands as guns. punched the window with his hand the 
pi l lowcase was tied round and insinuated that it was intended for her face. 

6.61 SUMMARY OF OTHER EVIDENCE 

6.62 DCO Sean Sayers and DCO Aaron Stokes 

Annex 6.63
Di-Dii 

Both DCOs provided a written response to questions asked in relation to a 
statement made by D87 land their interaction with him. Their responses, as 
applicable have been added to the Consideration of Evidence and 
Conclusions section below. 

6.64 Steve Skitt - Centre Deputy Director, Sara Edwards - Duty Director and DCM 
Ben Shadbolt 

Annex 6.65 
Ei-Eiii 

All three were interviewed on 29 August 2017 and providecLinforrniation 
pertaining to the rationale behind the decisions made regarding! D87 1 and 
their responses to issues Etiffrilraised at his PSU interview. The information 
they provided has been summarised and annexed in full; extracts, as 
applicable, have been detailed in the Consideration of Evidence and 
Conclusions section. 

6.66 G4S Documents — Non Incident Specific 

6.67 Care and Separation — DCF 1 DC Rule 40 

Annex 6.68 
Biii 

This form recorded the actions and observations of D87 ;when he had been 
relocated into Rule 40 on 27 June 2017, until he . -FeEnoved on 29 June 
2017. 1 D87 : was placed into Rule 40 for having made threats to take a 
member of staff hostage due to the Home Office not updating him on his case. 
Due to the seriousness of the threat he was placed on to Rule 40. 

6.69 On 28 June 2017 at 15:00 hours it was recorded had continued to 
make statements of a serious threatening nature if he was not removed from 
the CSU. He had since started flooding his room and his behaviour was up 
and down. He had said he would not return to his room if let out for a shower. 
A 24 hour extension was authorised. 

6.70 

Annex 6.71 
By 

Care and Separation — DCF 1 DC Rule 40 

This form recorded thai D87 ;was located into Rule 40 on 30 June 2017 at 
1 • 
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18:30 hours, and removed on 14 July 2017 at 08:50 hours with Tascor crew for 
relocation to HM Prison. 

6.72 The Record of Actions and Observations began on 30 June 2017 at 17:50 
hours (and ended on 14 July 2017 at 08:50 hours). There would be too many 
observations to repeat within this report; In particular it is noted that it was fully 
recorded thatl D87 had covered up his hatch so that staff could not see in 

• 

to his room; and it was pote_d_b_qw poor the vision was to see in through the 
window from the outside.[ D87 i remained irate and continued making threats 
for a prolonged period of time. 

6.73 It was first recorded that D87 !threatened to hang himself at 18:40 hours. 
Further notes were made every' few minutes of actual movements, or 
movements consistent with breathing. It was recorded that a team entered the 
room at 19:45 hours; and after they had exited that he displayed aggressive 
behaviour and made threats to staff; including exposing himself on two 
separate occasions to the female officer outside his window. 

6.74 The first reporting of [ D87 !requesting a drink was at 20:30 hours; and then 
at 20:35 hours he was kicking his door and motioning that he needed food and 
water. No further observations were reported until 10:55 hours the following 
day when he was seen by the Duty Director and Oscar 1; whereby they 
reported that;._,_. _D87 version of events were different to those evidenced on 
camera. 

6.75 G4S Documents — Incident 1 

6.76 Report of Injury to Detainee 

Annex 6.77 This form was completed by RMN Persaud on 30 June 2017_He_lacorded the 
Bii 

time of examination as being 17:45 hours; and reported thatl D87 Was seen 
by Healthcare from the window hatch. Mobilising well Very 
agitated and unpredictable in his behaviour. He made the move very difficult 
and he was verbally aggressive and made threats. 

6.78 Temporary Confinement — DCF 3 DC Rule 42 

Annex 6.79 
Biv 

This form recorded that! D87 Was located into Rule 42 on 30 June 2017 at 
17:30 hours, and removed the same date at 18:N_._13Qur5. The form was 
completed by DCM Brackenridge who recorded that D87 had been placed 
on DC Rule 42 and constant supervision. He had displayed-violence towards 
the control and restraint team when relocated to the CSU for threats to staff. 
De-escalated to DC Rule 40. 

6.80 G4S Documents — Incident 2 

6.81 Use of Force — DCF 2 DC Rule 41 

Bvii 6.82 This form noted that the use of force commenced at 19:45 hours and was 
completed at 19:50 hours; and the reasons for use of force were preservation 
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Annex 6.89

of life. Six DCOs and DCM Shadbolt were listed as the officers involved in the 
use of force incident. It was noted that Nurse Nicola Wells was present 
throughout the incident and that! n87 did not sustain any injuries. 

6.83 Report of Injury to Detainee 

Annex 6.84 
Bvii 

This form wa§_pcmplated by Nurse Wells on 30 June 2017 at 19:50 hours. She 
reported that D87 had to be restrained by six officers as he threatened to 
take his life. H-e-reroteclialarxigve cover from panel and was non compliant 
when asked to respond.L._.D87 ;had an item tied around his necKithatimas cut 
off by supporting officers, and all items removed from his room.I D87 lwas 
verbally threatening towards Oscars and officers. She noted the time of the 
examination as being f_2n.f.15_._hours; and reported no physical marks were 
caused by any officers:I. D87 is still very unpredictable at this present time. 

6.85 Camera footage and Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 

Annex 6.86 
Bxiii 

Annex 6.87 

The footage comprised of four discs, two for each incident. For both incidents 
there was a briefing provided by the DCM in charg_e, i-t)e actual incident, a de-
brief, and Healthcare reporting no injuries to i D87

The full details of both incidents are attached to this report; a thorough 
summary of each incident has been detailed below in the Consideration of 
Evidence and Conclusions section to detail exactly what occurred. The footage 
corroborates the accounts provided by the officers in their reports. 

6.88 Extracts from D87 ;Medical Records 

D87 medical records were requested via fax on 7 July 2017, to include 
data from 29 June 2017 to the present date. The records were received via e-
fax on 28 July 2017. 

6.90 In summary the records included data from 31 May 2017 to 28 July 2017_ For 
the first incident on 30 June 2017 there was a record noting thatLD87._. jhad 
been placed on Rule 40 and that an F213 form was completed. 

6.91 The second incident was recorde.d_on_.1._.,July 2017; it was reported that 
Healthcare were asked to assist as[ D87 _;was threatening to self harm. The 
officers were going to restrairi 61F---1 as he had covered the window to his 
cell door and the window so nobody could see him. Two staff members from 
Healthcare went to assist; and they reported thatEiiiiliwas not replying to 
anyone that was asking if he was responsive.L D87 was seen breathing 
through the back window. Six officers forced entry to his cell, restrained him 
and removed all items that he could hurt himself with{: D87 iwas swearing 
and trying to fight against the officers. No harm came to ._._.__D8.7 __._._.and all 
physical signs were good. After all the officers left his cel l!. D87 tarried on 
swearing and banging against the door. Healthcare remained until asked to go 
to the de-brief. 

6.92 D87 was seen by a doctor on 4 July 2017, as part of a daily review, and no 
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issues were raised. 

6.93 Home Office Documents 

6.94 Computer Records (CID) 

Annex 6.95 L D87 ;has a history of criminal damage and threats to kill; and has had a 
number of restraining orders taken out against him. Whilst within the Detention 
Estate he has been verbally aggressive to staff, threatened physical harm, on 
several occasions, and made threats to take a member of staff hostage due to 
the Home Office not updating him on his case. The latter incident was the 
reason why[ D87 was originally placed onto Rule 40 on 27 June 2017. He 
remained there due to further. threats made that he would do something more 
serious if kept on Rule 40.L._ D87 was moved onto Eden Wing for monitoring 
on 29 June 2017, pending his transfer out of the Centre. 

6.96 Both incidents under investigation were recorded on CID in brief; and D87i 
D87_;subsequent threats made to the Tascor officers when being escorted to 

HMP. L D87 had stated 'When I get bail on Monday (17 July 2017), I will 
come straight to Brook House and come for Deputy Director and Duty 
Director'_ 

6.97 L._ D87 Was released from Detention on 20 July 2017, as ordered by the 
Court. 

7. CONSIDERATION OF EVIDENCE AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 The investigation of! D87 !complaint regarding his alleged treatment 
during two separate incidents on 30 June 2017, whilst detained at Brook 
House IRC has now been concluded. His complaint is essentially that he was 
assaulted on two separate occasions by two different teams of officers and he 
suffered injuries as a result. 

7.2 , D87 was interviewed by the PSU on 11 July 2017 and provided further 
details of the incidents. Comprehensive Use of Force Incident Reports were 
provided for both incidents, by all officers involved, which Mrs Shipp deemed 
sufficient to respond to the allegations raised, alongside the audio camera 
footage of both incidents, without obtaining further information from the officers 
involved. However, additional information was obtained from Steve Skitt, 
Deputy Director, Sarra.E.d_w. .cds, Duty Director and DCM Shadbolt, in order for 
Mrs Shipp to provideL D87 !with a full response. In addition medical records 
were obtained and examined. 

7.3 Having studied all of the above reports provided by the officers present during 
the incidents, and the other documentary evidence, this investigation has 
found them to be credible and consistent. All statements contain corroborative 
evidence, backed up by the CCTV and camera footage. The accounts given 
by Brook House IRQ_staft_ol_mtbat took place and their perceptions of events 
are very different to._._._._D87._._._.s own view of what took place. However, after 
considering all of D87 !concerns and based on the balance of probability, 
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Mrs Shipp has found that all members of staff acted in a professional manner 
and followed Home Office procedures and guidelines. 

7.4 Taking account of the evidence gathered there is insufficient evidence to 
substantiate that D87 : was assaulted or mistreated during eitherrncrdant. 
It is therefore 66661-iided that the allegations made by D87 are 
unsubstantiated for the reasons outlined below. 

7.5 Allegation 1 

7.6 D87 _.illeged that on 30 June 2017 at approximately 17:20 hours he was 
affacked by a group of officers in his cell, which resulted in injuries. 

7.7 Review 

7.8  D87 1At his interview with the PSU ; - ; explained that around 17:20 hours his 
door was opened and he assumed that it was for dinner; he was on the phone 
talking to a member of his family. When he turned to the direction of the door 
he noticed two officers, DCM Shadbolt and DCM Brackenridge. He said they 
told him that he was going back to the CSU because he had made._threats to 
staff; he questioned when and who he had made threats too. 1 D87 :said 
they were quite inconclusive and they were not going to tell him anyfhing, bar 
that he had made threats to staff. 

7.9  D87 said he was a bit reluctant to comply right away because it was 
Ltibt-drilitilg very annoying. He said they had ignored his question for them to 
explain what threats he had made and to whom; and he had not long since left 
the CSU to progress to Eden Wing, and then they were asking him to go back. 
He said he had not committed any violent offence, and was very sure that he 
had not made any direct threats to staff. 

7.10 i D87 i said they were saying he had to go with them; and they said they had 
a team. He said they had already geared up some members of staff waiting on 
the side to attack, where they had assumed he was not going to comply. 

7.11 D87 ;said he stood up and sat on the table and DCM Brackenridge 
commanded the same officers that he was in the office with earlier (DCO 
Sayers and DCO Stokes, and a couple of other officers) to run up to him 
without warning, and that was the first attack. He said as they ran up to him, 
he had his hands in front of him to protect himself from the shield. He said he 
was saying 'What are you doing? What are you doing?' He said he persistently 
kept asking the same question; as well as asking why they were doing it. He 
said they kept ruffling him, trying to grab him; trying to put him on the ground. 

7.12 [.___D._._87._.idescribed that he was six foot four and weighed about 20 stone. He 
said he was quite strong and heavy; so it would not have been easy for them 
to try to take him. He said with slight resistance, he kept repeatedly asking 
them what they were doing. He said he was still compliant, walking towards 
the door, out of his room. He said as he walked out the door, they managed to 
grab his two hands in a lock position. He asked them to leave him alone; and 
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again asked why they were doing that to him. 

7.13 D87 ; said they struggled with each other; they were trying to forcefully 
move him literally from Eden Wing to the CSU. 

7.14 L 1-) „ 07 !said all he kept asking was 'Why are you doing this? What are you 
doing? Just leave me alone!' He said they kept restraining him; and there was 
no need for it. D87 ;said two officers were holding him and they all fell to 
the floor togeth'6(-5-rid-Ffe was on his back. He said another officer grabbed his 
head and pinned it onto the floor. 

7.15 DOI said they managed to stand him up and as they stood up he was 
Walking with them, quietly, to the CSU, but as they were walking he kept 
saying 'Why are you doing this? What are you guys doing? This does not 
make any sense. You have come up with lies that I have threatened people. 
Can you tell me who I have threatened?'. 

D877.16 L. he was walking with them; there had not been any fight or any 
resistance, as such. He said he walked into the CSU room that was allocated 
to him; and to show them that he was compliant, as soon as he walked in 
there, two of the officers, including the third one which was DCO Sayers, who 
he genuinely had a good rqpp_grt with, was still stood there saying ;._ 087 
calm down, calm down'. L.,_ 1287__Jsaid he said to them 'I can't believe you guys 
are being like this. Why are you doing this Sean?' He said he sat there and 
when they walked out of the room, he did not run after them; he did not 
attackanyone. He said once the door was shut, he sat in the room quietly, 
pacing around, a bit pissed off. said he was volatile, as 
understandably he was very upset. 

7.17 DCM Brackenridge recorded during the briefing he gave to staff on 30 June 
2017 at 17:25 hours that earlier on that day: D87 I had made significant 
threats towards Home Offiga._.GAS_.apd Chaplaincy stair' He said that the Duty 
Director had requested thaL_D. . 8.7._._ jbe placed onto Rule 42 for those reasons, 
and it had been decided that a planned intervention was the only course of 
action left. He said he had checked: D87 ;record and his history was as 
follows; that he arrived at Brook Hbige—TR-C- on 22 March 2017; ._he was 
previously arrested for threats to kill and criminal damage. He said D87
had previously smashed furniture in their Healthcare Department and had 
been abusive and threatening towards staff. He had threatened to take a 
member of staff hostage only a few days ago, and he was taken to the CSU, 
and then again he had made several threats that morning towards Home 
Office, G4S and Chaplaincy staff. 

7.18 DCM Brackenridge said that thaskaa.,of entry would be facilitated by himself; 
the team would gain control of as quickly and safely as possible; once 
under control if necessary hand cuffs would be applied; andr—i5if—*ould be 
relocated into the CSU. A team of officers, who were currently certified in the 
use of force, had been selected to carry out the intervention (DCOs Moshhiri, 
Parpworth and Sayers, and support officers DCOs Stokes and Bromley); DCM 
Mark Trott was also present in his capacity as a Control and Restraint 
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Instructor. There were also two members of staff present from Healthcare. 

7.19 The camera footage of the incident lasted 10.21 minutes; and has been 
summarised below, to detail what happened. 

7.20 The recording. began with DCM Braqls.e_arig_lae._._op_eni.n_q., the cell door and 
entering D87 room; he said 'Hello[ D87 was lay on his bed 
on his phone, so he tells the person he will call them back, and sits up and 
places his legs on to the floor. DCM Brackenridge tells him that he said he 
would go back and speak to him and he has spoken to the Director and due to 
some remarks that were made earlier on that day, the Director has assessed 
that he was to go back down to the CSU. D87 Isaid 'Sony?' DCM 
Brackenridge said again that due to the remarks he had made that morning... 

7.21 1 D87 ._.__. interrupted and questioned which remarks; DCM Brackenridge said 
that he_had if he was not given some answers he was going to hurt 
people. 1 D-87 !said 'What are you talking about and appeared confused. 
DCM Brackenridge said he would explain it all to him when they were back in 
the CSU.L.___PF.___.'questioned again what remarks he had made and when he 
had made them; and DCM Brackenridge told him that it was earlier on that 
morning and again that they would discuss it in detail when he was back down 
to the CSU. He told D87 ithat he had told him that he would come back and 
speak to him and that is what he was now doing; he said the boss had 
requested he be moved back down to the CSU. When questioned again he 
told D87 that a report had been submitted with the remarks he had made 
and That Wa-§'the reason for his move to the CSU. 

7.22 DCM Brackepridgp. aid he needed pack up his stuff and go down 
to the CSU.[ D87 said 'To go where?' DCM Brackenridge repeated down 
into the CSU. D87 asked him what he was talking about; and DCM 
Brackenridge said again that he needed him to pack his stuff and they needed 
to go down there; he told him that was where they needed to go, down to the 
CSU where he was two days ago. D87 Isaid 'I am not going down there; 

L.you need to leave me here'. DCM Brackenridge told him that that could not 
happen he was afraid; andL_D87._._._1; said again he was not going am/m/11am_, 
DCM Brackenridge explained he had a team of officers with him and if, D87 
refused to walk down with him, they would have to take him doWli there. 
(During this timel.___D87_._jhad started to put on his socks). 

7.23 DCM Brackenridge said again-that he needed D87 agree to walk with 
him, and in response 1 D87 said he was not going with 1?-irn---1nraM 
Brackenridge asked someone to jiist get behind him and then asked [ D87 if 
there was anything he could say or dothat would make him walk out of there 
with him to the Segregation Unit. D87 mumbled something. DCM 
Brackenridge asked if he was going to walk out with him compliantly down into 
the room, 'Yes, okay'. DCM Brackenridge said 'Thank you'. 
(During this timel D87 had put on his socks, followed by his trainers). 

7.24 DCM Brackenridge explained tol. D87 ithat the officers would be closely 
following him down, and he would be searched and then placed into the room, 
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and they would go from there. DCM Brackenridge said to the team 'So guys, 
nice and tight as yve_walk down'; and he explained in what positions he wanted 
them to walk. 1 087 ;was still tying his shoelaces, very slowly). D87
looked up and said 'Have you come to fight me?' DCM Brackenridge"§did-R/6—
one wants to fight anybodyi daY7questioned what he had brought a team 
for. DCM Brackenridge exrifiiiied- fFrat it was in the event that he had not 
agreed to go with him;-- D87 Oaid he had not said anything. 

7.25 DCM Brackenridge explained that as he had already told him, once they were 
in the CSU he would get to speak to the Duty Director and then the Home 
Office the next morning, who could answer any questions he had.! D87 

continued to protest his innocence, in saying that he had not said anything, 
and he asked who had said he had. DCM Brackenridgp.said_beslid not know 
who it was; but that they needed to get him down therd. D87 'Qontinued to 
talk over him, and continued to question why he needed to go to the CSU. 
DCM Brackenridge said it was for the reasons he had explained. D87
again questioned why they had come to fight him. DCM Brackenridge said that 
no one wanted to fight him. t.restioned why they had brought a team, 
and DCM Brackenridge said it was because that was what they do. He told him 
he needed him to walk out of the room and walk to the CSU with him. 

7.26 DCM Brackenridge asked D87 if he was going to walk out of the room 
_.quietly or would the drubers-riave to come in for him. As he said that L.R§.7.i 

D87 ;began to stand and said 'Do you want to fight with me'. He is now stood 
up in an aggressive stance and telling them to come and fight with him. DCM 
Brackenridge said no. L._ D87 !repeated 'Come and fight with me' as he 
gestures with his hands, and walks towards DCM Brackenridge in the doorway. 
DCM. Brackenridge tells7-Ei87-ithat the officers will have to come in for him, 
anci___P.§7.___Jstands with his eras crossed and says 'Come and fight with me, 
come and fight me'. Again DCM Brackenridge asks hirn_ifiliere, is anything he 
can say or do that will make him walk out of the room. ! 087 kuestions what 
he means by that in repeating the question, and DCM EfrarKenridge tells him it 
is his last chance. He again asks if he i _goirig to walk out of the room or do 
the officers have to go in and take him.[ D87 is still questioning why, so 
DCM Brackenridge says 'Okay guys', and the team enter the room. 

7.27 The three officers, in full PPE, enter the room with one shield, which is soon 
_pastas* as it appears to be in the way. The officers are trying to get hold of 

D87 but he is just batting them away whilst saying 'Why are you trying to 
-tignr-rti6?'. There are three officers, one stood in front of[. D87 and one 
either side trying to get a hold of his arms. DCM Brackenridge says 'Guys take 
control of him'.1-1-bif - lis resisting and saying 'Don't fight with me, leave me 
alone'. There is 6faUFfli officer, in PPE, stood just behind the team with D87 

D87 I is repeatedly telling them not to floht._hirn., and to leave him 
alone. The team are trying to communicate with i D87 ;but he just keeps 
repeating 'Why are you fighting me'. The officers are not fighting_ him, they just 
appear to be stood trying to keephpld_pfbis arms, which D87 is making 
difficult. DCM Brackenridge says 1 D87 :just listen to the officers and walk 
out of the room with them'. 
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7.28 L._D. . 8.7. .__Jcontinues to question why they are fighting him, and why they have 
brought in a team. One of the officers is trying to explain to him, and D87 
keeps saying 'Just leave me alone'. DCM Brackenridge tells the team to keep 
hold of him (in a calm voice). The team try to movel D87 i forward towards 
the door, and DCM Brackenridge tells[. 087 Ithatiffe-officers are going to 
keep hold of him.[. D87 is very resistant with the three officers, and one of 
them appears to fall over.. Someone is shouting for them to get;._._._p87 lhead 
down, and at that point!. D87 j jumps up onto his bed, and the officer stood 
with his left arm stands pnthebpd with him. There are now two male voices 
asking the team to take: D87 head down; and DCM Brackenridge asks 
DCO Parpworth, who is on standby, if he needs to get involved. 

7.29 , D87 ',:an be seen holdin.a.nft.the officer on his left, who app9ars.sttlLto be 
stood on the bed, whilst D87 is now back on the ground D87 :then 
jumps back up on to the 'bed, whilst the officers are struggling with him, and 
DCM Brackenridge tells them all to get on the floor,._Wilp the strength ofT bir; 

i D87 then they all fall to the right of the bed and,_._._p87 has broken free and 
'---rs-pdshing them away as he moves backwards towariis the door. 

7.30 ; D87 is blocked from leaving the rqlort-LEL-m-qot he r officer and then there is a 
a struggle as several of the team an 1;1911 to the fall, outside the door. 
DCM Trott has safelyrtak_en_c_o.nyol of[. D87 :head and can clearly be seen 
with his right hand or D87 forehead. There is an officer either side of. D87 1

attempting to take control of his arms, and at least one officer controlling 
his legs. [_ ._._is asking why they are fighting. him, and stating that they 
came there to fight with him. DCM Trott tells I._ D87 Ithat all he had to do was 
walk down to the CSU; he is telling him to relaiiTidTlien they will walk down to 
the CSU.L._._pq._._ is still asking why they are fighting him; and asking them to 
leave him alone. At this point [ D87 is under control, as no-one is moving 
(04:39 minutes into the recording). 

7.31 Whilst lying on the floor;_._. D87 §ays something about his Human Rights. The 
two DCMs appear to be discussing the next move. DCM Brackenridge asks if 
everyone is alright individually. TWP. .i$_;another DCM present who has his 
handcuffs in_his hand. He asks he is willing to walk down to the 
CSU. D87 1 tells him wh,aLthav_arp doing is illegal, and that they were trying 
to kill firitiJii:murqer him D87 ;says he has not made any threats. DCM 
Trott telly D87 i that they can have a conversation ,ab_outt.tlat once they get 
him down to the CSU. DCM Trott tries to reason with D87 but he does not 
appear to be listening; he is just asking them to leave him alone. 

7.32 DCM Trott tells D_87 to let the officers do what they_.ned_.to in order to get 
down into the CSU and then they can talk. He asks1 D87 If he is happy to 
be stood up and he says he is, saying 'Let's go, lets go': He continues to ask 
them to leave him alone, whilst DCM Trottreppatedly asks him to relax his 
arms. The officer on his right arm asks; D87 hot to fight him and;._. D87 
responds with 'Leave me alone then'. 'The officer on his right appears to be 
trying to lock off his arm but D87 must be resisting. He is telling DCM Trott 
they need to leave him alone and he will not do anything. DCM Trott tells: D87 
D87 It is because of what he has done already that they have to stand him up 
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in hold and they cannot just let him go. [ D87 questions what he has done 
a Clready. D M Trott tells him that he has fought the officers; and in response ,_already._ .DCM

1 D87 !says they. attacked him. DCM Trott tells him he had the opportunity to 
walk with them.; D87 I just keeps repeating Did you attack me, did you 
attack me'. i : 

7.33 During that conversation the officer on D87 ! left has managed to get his 
lock on and has „turne.d._Aimself around,—fik-Ctffe officer on his right, into a 
kneeling position] D87 Isays they are trying to kill him. DCM Trott tells him 
they are not, they are just trying to get him safely to the CSU.1 D87 .; just 
keeps saying that they a -e_kying_td kill him and murder him. As the officer on
his right is trying to get L. D87 arm behind him into a final lock, L._ D87 
says again that they are trying to kill him, and says that he has blood pressure. 
DCM Trott is trying to explain what they are trying to do; and 11 1-iif ays he 
will go with them if they stop using the force. DCM Trott said they are not using 
any force. [1115ifill says he is good and he will go with them. He continues to 
shout that they are going to ki l l him. 

7.34 DCM Trott asks[ D87 to listen_td_him,, and he is telling him to relax. The 
officers appear to be trying to getLD87.__I ready to stand up, but he,ts shouting 
and telling them to leave him alone. DCM Trott is still trying to get D87 to 
listen to hirr),_•_(9.7;36 minutes into the recording) DCMTrdttand the two arm
officers sit D87 iup, with DCM Trott saying 'Sit up[ D87__;sit D87

appears to comply, as he does sit up, albeit he is still telling them to leave him 
alone; and to stop being forceful. The officers are clearly trying to place_ _D87

--- 66 larms behind his back, ready to stand him up, but he must still be 
resisting them. He repeatedly tells them to leave him alone. 

7.35 DCM Trott tells D87 !they need to have a secure hold to be able to stand 
him up D87 pin-says 'Let's go, let's go, come on, let's go'. DCM 
him to put his feet flat on the floor, so that they can help him stand up. L D87 
appears to be getting agitated with them because he just wants to go, but they 
will not.2o until he is in the correct position. The other DCM who is now stood 
behind! D87 tells him that they need to stand him up. Ds7 says 'I'm 
going to ,§fanc7 tip', and as he says that he stands up, aided by the officers. 

7.36 The team proceed to walk with an officer walking either side of 
him, with him in hold. There is a third officer walking closely behind, and one of 
the DCMs in front. ;_._._.D87_._. ; being very vocal throughout the few seconds 
walk from outside his room to the door of the CSU. He shouts at DCM Trott, 
questioning why he would bring people to fight him etc. 

7.37 The officers appear to be struggling tp._carataih a tight hold of Loot ;and just 
as they approach the CSU doorway E D87 I is toid_.I.o_.keep walking. As they 
enter into the CSU and walk a few paces forward,LD871 veers quickly to the 
right, appearing to shove the officer on his right against the wall. D87 is 
saying 'Yot,Lciorft_bove to do that, you don't have to do that; you dOn't have to 
use force'. 1. D87 !appears to be very angry with the team; he is shouting at 
the officer on his left telling him that they did not have to use force, and they 
did not have to attack him. 
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7.38 Another officer in full PPE steps forward and tries to encouraqp D87 to 
walk over towards the room he is being placed in. D87 its not really 
listening, and is talking aggressively at one of the officers/DCMs off camera 
and questioning why they had to attack him. He says 'You're a prick. You are a 
fucking idiot'. He is saying this whilst walking forward, as though he is walking 
towards the person he is talking to. The officersare.walking with him, still one 
on each arm, and one behind, and one in front! D87 pays 'If I ever see you 
out of here. You are a fucking idiot'. 

7.39 [ D87 !appears to try and get free and he moves quickly to the right again; 
and the officers move with him. The officer in front takes a hold of his head and 
his is bent into the figure of four, and walked ictuickl.v.ipto the cell. He is being 
resistant and asking them to leave him alone.; D87 is walked into the room 
surrounded by the four officers. DCM Brackenridge asks for a full relocation. 

7.40 One of the officers is trying to calni D87 down; and D87 is saying 
'Sean if ft wasn't you Bruv'. Why are you attacking me'. That officer is tol.loyyrnq_._., 
D87 into the room, and appears to be trying to reason with him. 

sits down on the table, and someone shouts for DCO Sayers and DCO Stokes 
to come out of the room now. DCOStokes_tyrns to walk towards the door, but 
DCO Sayers is still stood in front of D87 DCO Stokes is told to wait by the 
door, whilst someone shouts DCO ayersr name. DCO Stokes says[_._ D87 _II 
want you to stay where you are Sit_._a.nd_._a.s, he says that DCO Sayers is 
backing out of the room, still facing! D87 All officers are now out of the 
room, and the door to Room 4 is shut. 

Annex 
H 

7.41 Conclusion 

7.42 From the evidence gathered, the decision was made to move to 
the CSU on 30 June 2017 for the threats he had made to harm staff earlier that 
day, and because his behaviour had become_mace_saf a concern. This was 
confirmed by Steve Skitt at interview. Although! D87 !disputed he had made 
the threats and had provided his explanation of what had happened; that was 
not an issue for this investigation to consider. Irrespective of the reasons 
behind the move, it should be made clear that this investigation has 
specifically considered!.__Pq_._._._ j allegations of assault against the officers 
that were involved in the move, and not at the reasons behind the actual move. 

7.43 It should also be noted that ._._._087 .believed that the person behind all that_ 
_._had_.happened to him was Michelle Brown, Head of Security Gatwick IRCs. [P8.7.1 
D87 had submitted three separate complaints aboyt_mir.s.b.pAle Brown, which 
h-atibeen responded to locally by Steve Skitt. Whilst .__.D87_._  was on Rule 40 
and on a continuous watch, he continued to make threats towards staff in the 
Centre. Steve Skitt found that Michelle Brown's actions were not in any way to 
victimise! 087 but were as a result of his own behaviour, whiph he had 
displayed-Wfilf§fit Brook House IRC, which w9s__inanoropriate. ! D87
complaints were not upheld; Steve Skitt found that D87 I behavraurzwe-ra—' 
period of time had escalated to an unacceptable level and he had been 
advised of that by his Wing Manager, but he continued to make threats to take 
a hostage. 
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7.44 By way of background L. D81 ;was removed from Rule 40 on the morning of 
the 29 June 2017 onto Eden Wing given a change in his behaviour. However, 
on 30 June 2017 a number of threats were made by him to staff within the 
Centre, and his behaviour became one of concern; for staff safety and for the 
security of the Centre, the decision was made by Steve Skitt and overseen by 
Sara Edwards on the day to place . __D87_,_. _ back on Rule 40, hence a planned 
intervention was put into place. 

7.45 I 087 questioned why the relocation took place when it did, when he had 
been 'chatting' and being friendly with the officers in the office all afternoon. 
Sara Edwards explained that the decision was made to wait unti l later in the 
day, once the detainees were locked back in their rooms, to make it a safer 
environment for the relocation to take place. Therefore that decision was taken 
for the safety of both! D87 ;and the officers concerned. 

7.46 I D87 also questioned why he was not relocated by a couple of the 
Managers, as opposed to the officers in ful l PPE. It should be noted that it is 
standard practice for all planned removals to be video recorded, with all staff in 
full PPE, and Healthcare in attendance. Steve Skitt explained that as in this 
case, a DCM would go to the door to explain to the detainee what they wanted 
them to do, and the DCM would take a decision on how to proceed based on 
the detainee's reactionsd_._._p87._._jwas given several opportunities to walk with 
the DCM, and he refused, which led to DCM Brackenridge authorising the 
team in full PPE to enter the room. 

7.47 At his interview with the PSUi. D87 !accepted that he had refused to leave 
his room with DCM Brackenridge; and accepted that he had been resistant 
towards the officers. However, he subsequently said his reaction was for his 
own safety, to get_a_way_from the officers, from being attacked, and to try and 
walk out the roorrt_._._.D.87._._._.pd not believe that he was aggressive in any way; 
he said he was being resistant, not aggressive. He said that had he have 
attacked them they would have known about it because he would have injured 
people. 

7.48 What occurred is clear from the evidence outlined above. DCM,Brackenriclge 
remained very calm throughout the time he was §ne.akina, to D87 i he 
explained as fully as possible what was happening to D87 laniiii5. -a (31-66ree 
whyj D87 !had initially reluctantly indicated that he would go with him, but 
once he saw the team he changedtack, began to question wb_v_aaain.,and 
became verbally aggressive in both his stance and his words. [. D87 was 
given nearly three minutes to leave his room of his own accord and he chose 
not to. Therefore the evidence strongly suggests that DCM Brackenridge was 
fully justified in sending in the team when he did. 

7.49 There was no evidence obtained to support that D87 was attacked as 
alleged. The written Use of Force reports completied-159- 511-officers involved, 
backed up by the audio camera footage, provided sufficient evidence that 
approved control and restraint techniques were used oni.___D87 __las a result of 
his non compliance with instructions. Therefore no officer assaulted D87 as alleged. 
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7.50 DCO Moshiri reported that he has been a DCO since July 2013, and that D87 
D87 :vas fighting with a level of aggression and violence and with the force 

that during his years of service as a DCO, he had not seen before. 

7.51 With regards to injuries sustained as a result of Incident 1, [ D87 isaid he 
had injured his knee from how he had dropped to the floor on his back. He 
explained that his knee felt sore and painful; he could walk around but he had 
been complaining for the last week and a half about it. He said he had bruises 
on his arms, and scrapes/grazes on his elbows on both arms because of the 
force used and from the clothes the officers wore. 

7.52 No injuries were reported withinl D87 _; medical records; arld_wben.asked 
on the video recording if he had any concerns regarding ._._._D8.7._._.  the 
Healthcare nurse, Deejay Persuad, said that [ D87 ;was observed by 
Healthcare, he was fully mobile in his room, very intense, very aggressive, and 
still remained very agitated. He said he was observed from the hatch of the 
door with no injuries; he was fit and well; and still remained unpredictable in 
his behaviour. 

7.53 It should be noted that officers are permitted to use force when dealing with 
disruptive or non-compliant detainees and they are trained in the use of 
approved control and restraint techniques. As a general principle, control and 
restraint techniques are intended to minimise injury to those involved. 
However, injurycannot always be avoided if the detainee is determined in his 
resistance. If D87 did sustain any minor injuries, as alleged, it would have 
been due to his own resistance shown towards the officers and therefore any 
minor injuries he may have received were as a result of his own actions, and 

,.not_.d,own to any inappropriate use of force displayed by the officers. Had rbiii 
D87 have walked with DCM Brackenridge when requested, the officers would 

been required to intervene and restrain him. 

7.54 It is concluded that not assaulted by the officers during his 
relocation from his c'em-onEtien Wing to the CSU. Thp_.forc uped by the 
officers was justified, proportionate and necessary; L. D87 was only 
subjected to recognised restraining techniques due to his non compliance with 
the initial instruction to walk, and his subsequent resistance shown towards the 
officers. 

7.55 Based on the examination of all the evidence, on the balance of 
probability it is found that this part of D87 I complaint is 
unsubstantiated. 

7.56 In addition to the above! D87 alleged that DCO Sayers and DCO Stokes 
visited him later that same evening to apologise for the way he had been 
treated; and told him that they had been threatened with disciplinary action if 
they did not do it.! D87 believed it spoke volumes that they had apologised; 
he also said they had tried to tell their Manager that he was a reasonable man. 

7.57 Both officers provided their written response to this aspect; and whilst it is not 
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ip_Acipstion that they did return to speak to'L D87 I, it would appear that LD871 
D87 imay have taken out of context what they told him, and turned it around to 
claim they were apologising, and should not have treated him that way. 

7.58 DCO Stokes confirmed that he did return to speak to 087 ;and that he told 
him that he did not want to do it, with elaboration on that he did not want to do 
it because he had a good rapport with him. With regards to being threatened 
with disciplinary action, DCO Stokes believed that was a misinterpretation of 
words used. He wrote that he said he had to do it, as per his duties as a DCO; 
he was duty bound to carry out control and restraint when required. 

7.59 DCO Stokes also said he did apologise to . D87 as he did have a good 
rapport with him; and he confirmed that he had asked DCM Brackenridge if he 
could have spoken toL._. p87 _._.! first, but he was advised that it was past that 
now due to security reasons. 

7.60 DCO Sayers also confirmed that he returned to speak to D87 !following the 
incident. He said that he and had a very good rapport; he said Mr 

Lpq j was very resbactful towards him. DCO Sayers wrote that during the 
relocation of I._._.D87._._.j he was trying to calm him down, hoping that he would 
recognise his voice and stop fighting against the move. He wrote that when Mr 
D87 did finally recognise him, he asked 'Why are you doing this?'. DCO 

Sayers said his reply was 'I have to do it; it's my job and nothing personal'. 
DCO Sayers wrote that he was not threatened with disciplinary actionLaortrpl_._.i
and restraint was part of his duties asaDCO, which he did explain td,._ D87 ! 
upon his return to his room, when! D87 !continued to ask why he had been a 
part of it. 

7.61 DCO Sayers confirmed that he did speak to the Manager about talking to :287; 
D87 to see if he could get him to move on his own accord, due to their good 
rappcirt and mutual respect for one another. However, DCO Sayers was 
advised that the matter had been taken out of his hands and the decisibns____, 
already made that they would form a control and restraint team to enter 087 

_ _D87 room if he did not comply with the instructions given to him. 

7.62 Allegation 2 

7.63 , u87 :alleged that on 30 June 2017 he was relocated to the CSU and tried 
fo take-hlis own life; it took one and a half hours for the door to be opened, with 
about 13 officers geared up running towards him, when he was supposed to be 
dead. He was not seen by a doctor or a nurse, amounting to gross negligence. 

7.64 Review 

7.65 D87 I said that after the first incident he was very upset and quiet, and he 
remembered saying nothing for a good while. He noticed that there was quite 
a few people outside his door; he did not know why. He said after about 15-20 
minutes he put tissue on the flap to cover it, so that no one could look into his 
cell , as he did not see why they should; it was getting him more agitated. 
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7.66 D87 _ !said after he had done that he noticed that some officers went outside 
the building to look in through his window, invading his privacy; he said he 
was looking at them watching him and getting more angry. He said that the 
right thing to have done was to have left him alone for a couple of hours, and 
when he had calmed down, they should have sent someone to see him. 

7.67 D87 ;said that the person around the back was writing n9le.s,._.Hp_.said the 
female officer stood there consistently for a good 30 minutes; D87 said he 
was getting very frustrated; and then he started asking if he could get some 
water and some food. He said he kept asking for it and everyone ignored him. 

said that this was about two and a half hours after the first incident. 

7.68 said he spoke to an officer called Michael, who he knew to be a 
negotiator. He asked the officer to bring him some food and water, and the 
officer told him that they could not open his door because of what had 
happened earlieri D87 Isaid he was so frustrated at not being provided with 
any food and water that he actually started thinking that he was going to hurt 
himself. He said he took the bed sheet that was in the room, and put it around 
his neck, just for attention. He said he did it purely for attention, not to kil l 
himself, or hurt himself, so that the door could open and he could get food. He 
said that was his protest. He said he thought if he put something around his 
neck, maybe that would force them to open the door and give him some 
attention; ask him what he needed, to give him food and water. 

D87 

7.69 L u87 he was pretending that he was trying to strangle himself, which 
ifie—OffiCer outside could see. He said when he had done that for a good 5-10 
minutes, he went completely silent, without talking; and he was making the 
sounds as though he was hurting himself, choking noises; so they could hear 
him. He said he went completely silent; in the pretence that he had hurt 
himself. He said he just l aned towards the window, without moving, for a 
good one and a half hours; said a couple of other officers appeared 
around the back, to see that there was no movement at al l . He said that his 
eyes were opened slightly to see what was going on; he could see there were 
three or four people outside, looking at him. He said that he was not moving 
he just stayed in the same position, waiting for the door to open. 

7.70 D87 said people outside the door were saying riiif iplease can you 
y—ididifiething, please we are concerned; can you tell me what is going on; are 

you okay?' He said it took them over an hour to open his door. 

7.71 D87 I said when that door opened he could not believe what happened. He 
said there were 13 heavy guys with helmets, and four or five shields, running 
up to him, with the command of someone who was behind the window, who 
could see that he was no threat to anybody because he was not moving. He 
said he questioned what they were doing and they still ran up to him, and hit 
him with the shield. He subsequently said that they beat him and attacked him 
with the shields from all over the place. 

7.72 i D87 said he put his hands around his head, as he was trying to defend his 
life. He said they were trying to take off his trainers; and they came in with a 
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sharp cutter to cut what they thought was a ligament around his neck; but he 
had the bed sheet around his neck like a scarf. He said from outside they 
could see that it was around his neck like a scarf, not tight around his neck. 

7.73 they took the bed sheets, the pillows, the mattress; he said they 
took anything that was material in the room. He said as they left, they all ran 
back, retreated one after the other. He said once they had all left the room he 
was very angry, very upset. He said he went to the side of the door and said 
`You guys are so evil; I wish all off youflie._af_cancer'. He said he became very 
volatile; and was saying many things.; D87 said they had left one person 
on his door, as he was on a cons`faiif-iniit.ch because of him allegedly 
attempting to kill himself; but as he still had the flap covered, the officer had to 
go around the window to observe his actions. 

7.74 DCM Robinson recorded during thalriefina, he gave to staff on 30 June 2017 
that the current situation was that` D87 vas moved to the CSU for making 
threats to members of staff. He said he caused significant harm to two 
members of staff that had just been sent to hospital. He said he was now 
located in a CSU room where he had blocked his spy hole and had also tried 
to block the back window. He said they had two members of staff that still had 
visualisation of him at the moment, but he had made significant threats to self 
harm. He said they believed he had tied a ligature around his neck, although 
he was sat with it on his neck, on the bench or on the desk at the back of the 
room. He said he had contacted the Duty Director, Sara Edwards, and it had 
been decided that a planned intervention was the only course of action. 

7.75 DCM Robinson said that the plan was for entry to be facilitated by himself; due 
to L___.D.F._._.idemeanour and behaviour he was.nolaalo open the door and the 
team were going to go in and take control of D87 as quickly and safely as 
possible. He said once under control, handcLifts would be applied by himself if 
required. He said that the relocation point would be the same room, but they 
were going to go in there by the orders of the Duty Director and take anything 
away thatElwiiiicould cause harm to himself with; they would then exit the 
room as safely and as quickly as possible. 

7.76 DCM Robinson said he had selected two teams of officers who were currently 
certified in the use of force to carry out the intervention_He_ dsai , that the 
reason they were using two teams was again because ofd D87 ;physical 
size and his abil ity earlier on to cause significant harm and damage to 
members of staff. 
DCM Robinson read out the names of the officers on each team, three on each__ 

;_._one.._iwith one officer as support to both. He said the plan was that once 11387i 
D87 ;was under control the second team would go in and remove everything. 

7.77 DCM Robinson said that Healthcare had been informed of the planned 
intervention and had stated that there were no medical concerns. DJ Persuade 
and Nicola Wells Healthcare staff members introduced themselves and stated 
that they had no physical concerns;1 D87 was fit and well, but he was still 
unpredictable in his behaviour. 
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7.78 DCM Robinson said that as they had been advised thati._._.087_._.:was now lay 
on the bench (updated duripcx_the_briefing), as they entered the room they 
would place the shield over L_.1387 if he was to get up at any point, or 
not listen to any instructions, then they would initiate full control and restraint. 

7.79 The recording of the actual incident lasted 05:59 minutes (the reports note the 
time was 19:45 hours). DCM Robinson was facing Room 04 and asking Mr 
D87 politely if he would mind taking the covering off the qb_servattpn panel. 
There was no response. DCM Robinson said that earlier on L_ D87_ _;had said 
that he had wanted to speak to him, and that now he was there to engage in 
conversation with him, but he needed him to take this (the covering) down, so 
that he could see that he was fit and well. He said that be_.was._oping to open 
the door. After a couple of seconds DCM Robinson that he was 
concerned that he may have hurt himself; he asked him to please confirm 
whether he was okay or not. 

7.80 After another couple of seconds there was no response, so DCM Robinson 
used his keys to unlock the door. He immediately moved aside for the first 
team of three officers (the front one carrying the shield) to enter the room at 
pace. A fourth officer in PPE entered Jto remove some bedding) followed by 
DCM Robinson, who was talking to D87 ican be heard asking the 
officers what they are doing and why they are attacking him; and him telling 
them to leave him alone. DCM Robinson that no-one is attacking 
him (cal l ing him Sir throughout). He told him that he wanted him to lie still and 
listen to their instructions. He told!.ID87.__Ithat he was not under attack; and 
he told the fourth officer to remove! D87 I shoes. 

7.81 _The_three officers can clearly be seen standing over;_ __0.87  moving), and 
1 D87 is shouting 'What are you doing'. DCM Robinson stepped forward.in_._., 

D 87 !to talk to him, whilst one of the three officers went around to L.P..§71 
D87 !head area to try to remove the ligature from around his neck (he 

subsequently had to take off his gloves, which he handed to DCM Robinson, to 
enable him to cut the ligature away). L D87 ! is asking them to just leave him 
alone, and go away; and asking what is wrong with them. 

7.82 DCM Robinson continues to talk calmly and politely referring to 
him as 'Sir'. He is trying to explaip what they are doing, but_._.P.8.7._ js shouting 
over him. Throughout this time[ D87__.  has remained lying down, with his 
knees bent, with the officers leaning over him, with the shield. The ligature is 
removed and the officer throws the ligature and the knife along the floor 
towards._ap officer by the door. That officer has now stepped back away frintn.-;

head, and DCM Robinson has mqvp.d._ihto his place to talk to D87 

D87 who is still shouting over him. As L. 087 !continues to shout DCM 
Robilison and one of the officers in full PPE are passing items out of the room. 

7.83 DCM Robinson invites anotheco_fficerin full PPE inside the room to check the 
toilet area. He continues to ask. D87 ! to listen to him, but! D87 Ontinues 
to shout and raise his voice. The male Healthcare nurse ha§ now entered the 
room, and ii.s_mmaeing what the officers are doing. DCM Robinson tries to 
explain to D87 ;what they are trying to do, but D87 makes it very 
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difficult for him to speak and be heard due to his pranataatJalking back at him 
in a very loud voice. DCM Robinson explains at _,_.__D87 ,_._.I request why they 
are there, and! D87 ! may then be heard to shout for the camera, and DCM 
Robinson tells him that it is inside the room. 

7.84 r._ALthati point the camera is moved nearer, so that the viewer can see [P8. 7. ] 
D87 !face; he is turned slightly towards DCM Robinson whilst he is 
questioning what they are doing. DCM Robinson says thy_ are not attacking 
him; andi._._._.D87_._._.1shouts that they are manhandling him. D87 bsks where 
they are m9yial. bim too, and DCM Robinson tells him they are leaving him 
there. Then[ D87 (suddenly tries to sit up and all of the officers surrounding 
him appear to try and contain him from doing so. There are four officpraia.full, 
PPE with a fifth officer just entered the room. DCM Robinson is 
to calm down and listen to what he_istrying to tell him. The officers appear to 
have the shield between them and! D87 !who is now sat up, and continually 
shouting at them in an aggressive i'fraffrier 

7.85 L D87 is very vocal; DCM Robinson is telling him that they will be leaving the 
room, but that he needed assurances from him that he would not struggle 
against the staff as he released them from the room. DCM Robinson 
proceeded to ask the officprs_tole.ave the room one at a time; but after the first 
one had left he noted that[ D87 ;still had his trainers on_s.o.he_.tpld him that 
they needed them, due to them having laces on them. 1_ D87 is shouting 
again. He is shouting aboc,iLth.era.pttacking him and tellih6—th6ihio leave the 
room. DCM Robinson tells I D87 again that he needs his shoes because he 
was concerned if the laces were left that he could hurt himself with them. 

7.86 DCM Robinson moves himself round to be more 087 imisicric.,there are 
now six officers in the room in full PPE; five surrounding L_987 and one 
stood to_._th.e_rislhl of DCM Robinson. It is that offic_ r who bends down to 
remove! D87 shoes; and whilst doing thisE___P87 becomes very loud and 
is clearly pushing back against the officers, as they all start to move. DCM 
Robinsoin_tells._hiffi again that all he needed to do was to let the officer take his 
trainers.` D87 is still shouting and tryina_to_p_ust) back against the officers 
and the shield. The officer.stood.jh front of. 087 !tells him that they are just 
trying to help him, and: D87 Os telling them just to let him go. D87 
continually tells them to stop attacking him (they are just stood in fron't-bniiiii-
with the one shield). 

7.87 DCM Robinson again tells! D87 that they will retreat backwards, but they 
will use the shield continuously for their own protection; D87  that he 
has not attacked anyone, which DCM Robinson agrees with. He wants! D87 

to calm down and stop shouting at them. He continually tells them to go; and 
tells them to run s_ev.e_r_a.Ltimes; they all exit the room one at a time, with the 
shield officer sat on the table, albeit shouting in a 
threatening manner, telling them to go and asking why. DCM Robinson 
thanked the team once they had closed the door. The recording ended. 

7.88 At 20:16 hours DCM Robinson recorded the de-brief. He sai_d_thatthey had got 
information from a member of staff that was outside that D87 i was lying 
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across the bench at the back of the room,  so they took that opportunity to______ 
open the door, to enter the room, to place the shield over him. He said [_._ D87
went to sit up, so the staff prevented him from doing that. He said that in trying 
to get himself sat up he could see that i D87 ! could provide a lot of strength 
in pushing the staff backwards. He said they were able to remove the ligature 
from around his neck. He asked if anyone had any issues with how the 
removal went; no one did. He said they were all able to remove themselves 
from the room in a safe manner, and then __. D87 ___.made some significant 
threats towards him and DCM Yates (the camera operator) after the incident. 
He asked if anyone had any injuries, and all staff individually said they had no 
injuries at present. He said as it stood[ D87 ;was on constant supervision; 
and he ended the briefing at 20:19 hour's. 

7.89 At 20:20 hours DCM Robinson recorded that he wanted to confirm that 
Healthcare were present throughout, and they stated there were no medical 
concerns regarding ._._._D87 j A female nurse reiterated that saying D87 
was very unpredictable, but no medical issues at present. DCM Robinson 
thanked the staff for their good work. 

7.90 Conclusion 

7.91 L_ D87 alleged that he was so frustrated when in the CSU that he said he was 
going to take his own life because he was denied food, water and extras. 

7.92 Sara Edwards advised that D87 ;had eaten at lunchtime that day; and his 
next meal would have been due at -about 17:30 hplu-K.--AR-that was the time 
that the first incident took place, it was unlikely,.thai P87 iwould have been 
served his evening meal beforehand. She said! D87 would not at that point 
have been offered food and water, as they would have presumed that he was 
going to be given his evening meal once relocated into the CSU. However, as 
a result of [ ct ions that followed, from relocation to them going in the 
second time, his behaviour was escalating as opposed to deescalating. 
Therefore the risk to staff would be significant in view of D87 iviolence 
and his threats to hostage take; so it would not have been deemed -sgfe for the 
staff to have entered his room for that purpose, during that time period; they 
would have only entered for preservation of life, which is what subsequently 
happened. 

n 
7.93 It should be noted that the first record on cii, .-J7 Record of Actions and 

Observations of him motioning that he required a drink was at 20:30 hours, 
and then at 20:35 hours he was kicking his door and motioning that he wanted 
food and water. Both of these were after the second incident had occurred:., 
and therefore, there is no corroboration that_ this was the reason that! 087 
chose to pretend he was taking his own life] _ D87 also told Mrs Shipp at-riffs' 
interview that he had never intended to kill. filineff; he was just saying it for 
attention; he thought that by placing something around his neck, that would 
force them to open the door and give him attention. He thought they would ask 
what he needed and he would tell them he wanted food and water. 

7.94 It is relevant that three officers were injured during the first incident, and one 
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officer during the second (the latter not through any actions of 'L. D87 i and 
not reported until after the incident). Had D87 have requested food and 
water then negotiations would have taken place as to how he would receive 
food and water, taking account of the safety of staff. 

7.95 The details of this incident are clear from the evidence outlined above, 
provided by the officers involved and supported by the camera footage. 

7.96 087 ;said that the Healthcare were informed that he was trying to take his 
own. life and in assumption that was the case it took one and a half hours for 
the door to open, with about 13 officers geared up running towards him, when 
he was supposed to be dead. He alleged that they had four or five shields, he 
was hit with a shield, and that they subsequently beat him and attacked him 
with the shields from all over the place. 

7.97 Duty Director Sara Edwards confirmed that upon relocation to the CSULD87! 
LD87 jhad blocked his spy hole and put his mattress up against the window that 
you could observe through from the outside; and he was saying that he had 
torn a t-shirt up and put it around his neck. Sara Edwards said they could just 
see through the gap between the mattress and the window that there was a 
piece of cloth that appeared to be around ._._._._.D87._._._._ neck. She said for a 
considerable amount of time _;was shouting, swearing and feeling quite 
aggrieved about everything that had gone on, and he was directing his 
behaviour towards the Managers. 

7.98 Sara Edwards explained that due to D87 threats to hurt himself, they 
were required to get another tearntoVher, in full PPE, to enter his room. She 
explained that all the time that; D87 was shouting, screaming and making 
threats, it was not deemed necessary to enter his room, plus they had eyes on 
him through the gap in the window. 

7.99 The Record of Actions and Observations records that quiet from
18:47 hours, however he was under constant observation and movements 
consistent with breathing were recorded every few minutes. At 19:40 hours [ D87
D87 changed position, from sitting on the desk to lying on the desk, and 
AlflidLigh he was still noted _a.$.brathing, at 19:45 hours the opportunity was 
taken for the team to enter; D87 'room. It should be noted that_thirinn thp 
intermittent period the staff invorved genuinely believed that 
intention by his actions was to get staff to enter his room, so that Tie Gourd 
cause injury to them. 

D87 

7.100 D87 alleged he was silent for a 'good hour' and whilst that may have been 
the case Mrs Shipp was satisfied that the events occurred as documented and 
that once L D87 !was lay down, and therefore in a position less likely to react 
quickly to them entering his room, the Management took the opportunity to 
enter the room and remove the ligature and any other items of concern. 

7.101 With regards to D87 i alleging that four or five shields were used by the 13 
officers running up to him, that he was hit with a shield, and he subsequently 
said that the officers beat him and attacked him with the shields from all over 
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the place. The camera footage is very clear; and from the evidence gathered 
the officers had been instructed to enter the room, using the one shield to 
prevent! D87 !from moving; the primary concern was to remove the ligature 
from aroundL. D87 neck that he had threatened to kill hirn§_elt.w.ith...,They 
then gathered up anything else in the room that they perceived LP.87_._. ould 
potentially use as another object to hurt himself with, and then they left the 
room. 

7.102 The audio camera evidence confirms that it is the staff who provide a true 
account of what occurred. It demonstrated that once the door was opened by 
DCM Robinson, three officers in full PPE initially entered the room at pace, 
with the front officer holding the shield to secure`_ D87 and then a fourth 
officer follpw_e.d_tp remove some bedding, followed by DCM Robinson, who 
spoke to D87 !Once the ligature was safely removed a fifth officer in PPE 
entered (t6.-dfiddV the toilet area), closely followed by the male Healthcare 
nurse. It was only when ! 

1-18
—.! sat up that a sixth officer in PPE entered the 

room„five surrounding 1-1 and  the sixth removed his shoes, at which 
point___P87___Istarted to pu§kbeck.Nainst the officers and the shield, and the 
three officers in front of 087. were each supported by one of their 
colleagues to reinforce the barrier. 

7.103 The officers were inl D87 !room for just under six minutes. During that time 
there was no evidence obtained to support the allegation thatl D87 ! was ! - 
treated inappropriately by the officers; at no point was hit or attacked 
by either a shield or the officers involved in the incident. The written Use of 
Force reports completed by all officers involved, backed up by the camera 
footage, provided surficienLe.xidence that the force used was necessary and 
reasonable to secure D87 uvhilst the ligature was removed from around his 
neck, and to ensure that D87 lhad no articles in his room that could be 
used for further self harm attempts, whether genuine or not. Prop9rtionate 
force was used in terms of the level of resistance and non compliance! D87 
was demonstrating, once he tried to push back against the officers. The force 
was used only as long as it was necessary to make the room safe; and as 
soon as that was completed staff released their holds one by one, 
and exited the room as quickly as possible. 

7.104 With regards to injuries allegedly sustained as a result of Incident 2,[ D8/
said his face was injured because they banged him with the shield on his face. 
He said his whole body was hurt; his head, riis_..shautplers, his neck, his legs. 
He said he was offered no medical attention.L_D. 8.7. ._lalleged that he was not 
seen by a doctor or a nurse, amounting to gross negligence. 

7.105 As is evident from the details obtained during this investigation, Healthcare 
staff were in attendance throughout both incidents, and reported no injuries 
sustained. For Incident 2 no medical evidence was received to substantiateL......P87__.1 
D87 allegations. Healthcare Nurse Wells was present throughout the 
incitient and she reported that did not sustain any injuries. She noted 
on the Report of Injury to Detainee form that the time of the examination was 
20:05_.houra; she reported no physical marks were caused by any officers, and 
that! 1387 :was still very unpredictable at that time. 
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7.106 As noted for Incident 1 officers are permitted to use force when dealing with 
disruptive or non-compliant detainees and they are trained in the use of 
approved control and restraint techniques. However, during this_incident the 
force used was very minimal, in that the officers only secured D87 back 
using the shield, and the weight of their own bodies, which would have'been 
highly unlikely to have resulted in any injury tol D87 

7.107 Based on the examination of all the evidence on the balance of 
probability it is found that this part of D87 complaint is 
unsubstantiated. 

7.108 It should be noted that following this second incident, once everyone had 
exited D87 I room, I  D87 .1 continued to be obsprved._by DCM Dance-
Jones'ffiroujii-Iff6 external She reported that D87 1 proceeded to 
direct his anger and aggression towards her, and` during' that time he 
repeatedly_.exppsed his genitalia at her, and his bottom on two occasions. In 

used hand signs to stimulate he would track her down and 
shoot her in the head. 

7.109 1 D87 denies the above allegatiohq,_.how.eyer, this investigation is satisfied 
on the balance of probability that L D87 did act in the alleged manner 
towards DCM Dance-Jones, as she would have no reason to not report the 
events as they occurred. 

8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1 have been unsubstantiated. No discipline offence has 
been committed by any officer involved in this incident, and no changes in 
policy or practise would help to prevent a recurrence of this particular type of 
incident. However, the PSU has identified one recommendation as follows. 

8.2 Contractor — Local — Conduct 

8.3 All the officers_ jnyolveq in the two incidents should be commended for their 
dealings with 087 ;and recognised for their efforts during two particularly 
challenging and __protracted incidents. It is evident from all the information 
obtained thatl D87 could be a difficult gentleman to deal with; and he was 
clearly a strong individual. In the circumstances all the officers remained 
professional and polite with D87 land treated him with respect, despite the 
manner in which he spoke to tFiem. 

9. LIST OF ANNEXES 

Ai D87 undated Detention Services DCF 9 Complaint form 

Aii PSU interview summary from 11 July 2017 

Bi G4S Incident Report — Ref No. 472/17 (Incident 1) 
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Bii G4S Use of Force — DCF 2 DC Rule 41 (Incident 1) 

Biii G4S Care and Separation — DCF 1 DC Rule 40 (Incident 1) 

Biv G4S Temporary Confinement — DCF 3 DC Rule 42 (Incident 1) 

By G4S Care and Separation — DCF 1 DC Rule 40 (Incident 2) 

Bvi G4S Incident Report — Ref No. 471/17 (Incident 2) 

Bvii G4S Use of Force — DCF 2 DC Rule 41 (Incident 2) 

Bviii G4S Annex A Use of Force reports (Incident 2) 

Bix G4S Eden Wing Initial Assessment completed 29 June 2017 

Bx G4S Removal from Association Initial Health Assessment dated 30 June 2017 

Bxi 
G4S Eden Wing Initial Assessment dated 3 July 2017; reviewed 7 July 2017 & 
18 July 2017 

Bxii G4S Property Sheet and Room Clearance Certificate 

Bxiii G4S CCTV /Camera footage discs x 4 Re Incident 1 & 2 

C PSU summary of camera footage Re Incident 1 & 2 

Di G4S Additional Information from DCO Sayers 

Dii G4S Additional Information from DCO Stokes 

Ei Steve Skitt's PSU interview summary from 29 August 2017 

Eii Sara Edwards' PSU interview summary from 29 August 2017 

Eiii DCM Ben Shadbolt's PSU interview summary from 29 August 2017 

F 087 ;Gatwick IRC Patient Record 

G Home Office computer CID records relating to D87 

H Steve Skitt reply letter tc . D87 dated 26 July 2017 

Name: Kim Shipp  Name: Steve Railton 

Grade: HEO Grade: SEO 

Signed:  Signed: 

Date: Date: 
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